
Dear submitter, I'm sorry that someone falsely accused you of murderer and that your
location might have been leaked. That's not nice. However, that's not what we are talking
about here. I challenged 3 submissions you uploaded (here, here and here), because many,
myself included, suspect that you might not be a benevolent manager as you claim in the
Manifesto (we were right about you being a manager so far).

I have no way of knowing that you are benevolent and I'm sure you would agree with me that
it's not a good idea to trust what someone claims online in a text file. For this reason I asked
for a simple proof of life. This proof would work as a commitment to the consent given to you
in the first video. "Consent" in the sense of accepting to be recorded while saying something
and holding a sign. To my knowledge, this type of evidence is as far as we can go in terms of
proving someone's consent right now. If you truly are a benevolent manager, I hope that you
help us find even better ways of proving your intentions in these cases (the Manifesto
doesn't help much).

I think that it will be important for the POH community to see the evidence I'm requesting in
order to partially wash away suspicions about you attacking the registry and manipulating
people on the streets. I hope that you understand that at this stage claiming that you can
onboard 10,000 people on your own by the end of the year is more concerning than exciting.

Regarding what you said about holding back evidence until appeals... That doesn't seem fair
to jurors participating in first rounds and it looks to me like an attempt of manipulation. Jurors
drawn in the first round might feel threatened by your claims which could lead to them voting
against the current state of evidence displayed. I actually believe that such behavior is
forbidden in Kleros and presenting evidence past the first round might be useless. Please
someone correct me if I'm wrong.

All in all, please let's don't further complicate this case, which is already very complicated.
You already submitted some proofs of life. Go ahead and do the same with the other
accounts you are managing. If you can't do it, I think those profiles should be rejected.

PD: I find your "offer of settlement" in Violetta's case outrageous. You either don't understand
how crypto and this project work or you are trying to threaten/scam someone. I hope it's the
first one. Even if the challenger had had bad intentions, he/she doesn't owe you anything
outside the POH smart contract. Lastly, accusing Ningning and Winterhascome of potentially
becoming "accessories to murder" is beyond ridiculous and offensive, the same way it was
offensive to you being accused of murder.

https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x7c9d4837e148dc52e1b083ee4f0fd420508586f7
https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x5a4c3277da56c1920d176bc3a22c8e04e64cc1f7
https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0xe55b740455b7061c4571a361df3e050290fc3d1d

